Let fi(x), ƒ2 (ff), • • • y f mix) be periodic functions of the complex variable x, each meromorphic in its fundamental domain of periodicity g (parallelogram or closed strip of periods). Let each function admit the period or periods corresponding to g, and let there be no other periods common to all the functions except such as are derived linearly and integrally from those of g. Then a suitable linear combination of the above functions,
will admit the periods corresponding to §, and no others. The corresponding theorem is not true for periodic functions of several complex variables. The proof is given by the following example. Let
and a(z) is the Weierstrassian sigma-function. Here
where coi, co 2 , 771, 772 are connected by Legendre's relation,
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Moreover, these (and their integral combinations) are the only periods. For, let (Pi, P 2 , P3) be an arbitrary period. Then «1 + Pi -r(»s + P3) = «1 -r(wa), ^2 + P2 -f («3 + Ps) = U 2 -f (W 8 ) .
Hence Pi = P 2 and f(«8 + Ps) -f(«a) = Pi.
In order that the function on the left-hand side of this identity admit no poles, it is necessary and sufficient that It is seen to depend on fewer than three linear combinations of «1, U: t Us, for if we set W\ = Au\ + Bu 2 , w 2 = Us, the function becomes
Wi+(A +B)t(w 2 ).
Hence the function AF-\-B& admits infinitely small periods, and the proof is complete.
